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The cross sections of the single proton knock-out reactions from24F, 25F, and26F on a 12C target were
measured at energies of about 50 MeV/nucleon. Ground state populations of 6.6±0.9 mb, 3.8±0.6 mb for the
reactions12Cs24F,23Od and12Cs25F,24Od were extracted, respectively. The data were compared to calculations
based on the many-body shell model and the eikonal theory. In the reaction12Cs26F,25Od the particle instability
of 25O was confirmed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of neutron-rich nuclei in thep-/sd-shell re-
gion has attracted significant interest recently[1]. The emer-
gence of theN=16 shell and the simultaneous disappearance
of the N=20 shell sparked the interest especially in the oxy-
gen and fluorine isotopes[2–4]. Interaction-, reaction-, and
charge-changing cross section[5] as well as fragmentation
cross sections[6] have been measured and analyzed. How-
ever, a more detailed knowledge of properties of nuclei in
this region is essential to understand the nuclear structure
along the dripline.

In view of the emergence of theN=16 shell it has been
suggested that the normal level structure is already influ-
enced in23O [7]. One would expect that the ground state of
23O is an s1/2 level with strong single-particle character.
However, in order to explain the measured momentum dis-
tribution it was necessary to modify the cores22Od structure
[7]. This interpretation is controversial because an analysis
of the data based on the many-body shell model and eikonal
theory did not confirm the need for any changes of the level
structure in23O [8,9].

Recently, it has been shown that one-nucleon knock-out
reactions are a useful tool to extract spectroscopic factors
[10–12]. The single proton stripping reactionss24F,23Od and
s25F,24Od should be a sensitive tool to study the ground state
properties of23O and24O. Although experimentally not con-
firmed the ground state of24F is most likely a 3+ state com-
posed ofpd5/2 coupled to ans1/2 [13] and the ground state of
25F is supposed to be thepd5/2 state. Thus, the reactions
s24F,23Od and s25F,24Od should have strong couplings to the
ground state of23O and24O, respectively.

We have measured single-proton knock-out cross section
of 24F, 25F, and26F to populate states of22O, 23O, and24O. In

most cases it is necessary to measure the reaction in coinci-
dence withg rays to cleanly identify the populated state
[14,11,15]. However, the search for excited states in the last
bound oxygen isotopes23O, and24O have been negative[16]
so g-ray coincidence measurements are not necessary in the
present cases to identify the final state. The knock-out reac-
tion of the heaviest fluorine isotope feasible up-to-date
s26F,25Od leads to the particle-unstable nucleus25O [17].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed at the Coupled Cyclo-
tron Facility of the National Superconducting Cyclotron
Laboratory at Michigan State University[18–20]. A
110 MeV/nucleon48Ca19+ beam was fragmented on a beryl-
lium target. The A1900 fragment separator contained an
acrylic wedge degrader at the intermediate image. The mo-
mentum acceptance of the A1900 was limited to 1%. Details
of the production of the secondary beams of24F, 25F and26F
are listed in Table I.

At the final focus of the separator a stack of silicon de-
tectors was located as shown in Fig. 1. The stack consisted of
three 500-mm thick silicon surface barrier detectors followed
by three 5000-mm thick lithium-drifted silicon diodes. A sec-
ondary 146 mg/cm2 thick 12C target was located following
the first silicon detector(No. 0). The setup was equivalent to
that used in the measurement of proton knock-out reactions
of 8B and 9C [21]. The fluorine and oxygen isotopes were
stopped in the first thick silicon detector(No. 3).

The incoming fluorine isotopes were uniquely identified
by the energy loss in the first detector(No. 0) and the time of
flight (ToF) measured with respect to the cyclotron rf.

The oxygen isotopes were identified by theirDE−E sig-
nals in the second(No. 2) and third(No. 3) detectors after
the carbon target with the additional condition that an energy
loss corresponding to oxygen isotopes was deposited in the
first DE detector(No. 1) following the target. A mass identi-
fication spectrum was generated according to Ref.[22]:

Mass ID, lnsaDEd + sa − 1dlnsE + cDEd − a lns300d,

wherea=a−bDE/T and T is the DE detector thickness in
micrometer. The identification spectrum was calibrated
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with the small percentage of oxygen isotopes which were
directly produced in the A1900 production target and
transmitted to the focal plane. These isotopes did not con-
tribute to a potential background for the actual knock-out
data, because of the requirement that the knock-out events
had to be cleanly identified as incoming fluorine isotope
in the first silicon detectorsNo. 0d. The values of the
parametersa=1.7715,b=0.2, andc=0.5 were within the
range suggested in Ref.f22g. The parametera was the
most sensitive to a clean mass separation with deviations
of less than0.5% resulting in significant improvements.
This analysis method had previously already been applied
to single proton knock-out reactions for neutron-rich car-
bon isotopesf23g.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the populated oxygen isotopes following
breakup reactions from24F (top), 25F (center), and26F (bot-
tom). The Mass ID parameter was normalized according to
A=sMass IDd/5. The small overall energy dependence of the
calibration results in a small shift for the26F data so that
mass 24 occurs in channel 118 instead of channel 120. In
addition to the one-proton knock-out to the ground state,
which is guaranteed because no bound excited states exist in
these isotopes, several oxygen isotopes of lower mass are
populated. These isotopes can be either populated from se-
quential decay of excited states from the one-proton strip-
ping reaction or directly from more dissipative reactions(i.e.,
1p1n or deuteron, 1p2n or triton, etc.). In the following we
limit the analysis to the oxygen isotopes 20–24. Although the
structures in the mass identification spectrum indicate the
population of lighter oxygen isotopes the production mecha-

nism of these isotopes is even more uncertain. No events of
25O were observed in the reaction of incident26F confirming
that 25O is unbound.

The solid lines in the mass identification spectra of Fig. 2
correspond to the sum of Gaussian fits to the individual
masses. The cross sections for populating these masses can
then be extracted from the area of the fits, the target thick-
ness, and the number of incoming beam particles. The num-
ber of incoming particles is determined from the events in
the silicon stack detectors. Any losses due to channeling and
other incomplete charge collection effects in the detectors
should be similar for the fluorine and the oxygen isotopes

TABLE I. Parameters for the three secondary fluorine beams: Average beam currentkIl, beamtime on
targetT, primary target(beryllium) and wedge(acrylic) thickness, magnetic rigidity of the firstsBr1,2d and
secondsBr3,4d set of the A1900 dipoles, and the energy, intensityIsxFd, and purity of the secondary fluorine
isotopes.

kIl T Target Wedge Br1,2 Br3,4 Energy IsxFd Purity
(enA) (min) smg/cm2d smg/cm2d (Tm) (Tm) (MeV/nucleon) (pps/pnA) s%d

24F 20 610 587 971 3.6017 2.8442 46.7 82 24
25F 114 1340 587 971 3.7796 3.0511 50.4 6.7 24
26F 220 1590 376 1278 4.1451 3.2565 53.8 0.64 43

FIG. 1. Experimental setup in the A1900 focal plane[21]. In the
present experiment the secondary fluorine beams as well as the
oxygen reaction products stopped in the first thick detector(No. 3).

FIG. 2. (Color online) Oxygen isotopes populated in proton
knock-out reactions from24F (top), 25F (center), and26F (bottom).
The Mass ID parameter can be converted to the mass number by
A=sMass IDd/5, see text.
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and thus cancel. This was a small effect; the difference be-
tween the number of incoming fluorine isotopes measured in
the silicon stack and the firstDE/ToF spectrum was,4%.
No target-out runs were performed so that the contributions
from reactions in the detectors before(No. 0) and after the
target(No. 1) were estimated from the acceptances of theDE
gates set in the analysis. Incoming particles were identified
as F isotopes event-by-event by theirDE and ToF gate as
mentioned in Sec. II. The acceptance of theDE gate was set
so that isotopes reacting in the first 300mm of detector No. 0
were rejected. Oxygen isotopes produced in the last 200mm
could not be discriminated against. Similarly, fluorine iso-
topes reacting in the first 200mm of detector No. 1 could not
be excluded from the oxygen identification condition. The
reaction cross sections for single-proton knock-out in silicon
were calculated with the model described in the following
section. The contributions from the reaction in the silicon
resulted then in a correction of 30±5%. This is in qualitative
agreement with the target-out contributions measured for the
proton knock-out reactions on8B and 9C [21].

The final cross sections for the population of oxygen iso-
topes following the breakup reactions are listed in Table II.
The uncertainties are determined from the Gaussian fit with
the area and the width as free parameters. In addition, the
uncertainty of the contribution from the background from
reactions in the detectors is added in quadrature.

A. Direct one-proton knock-out reactions to 23,24,25O

The dominant configuration of the valence proton in the
projectiles of24,25,26F is pd5/2 according to the shell model
and the actual spectroscopic factors to the ground states cal-
culated in the universalsd (USD) interaction[26], given in
Table III, are very close to unity. The listed single-particle
cross sections for the removal of thisd5/2 proton were calcu-
lated in the eikonal theory[24,10,25]. Assuming that the nu-
clei 23O and24O have no bound excited levels[16], the mea-

sured inclusive cross section should correspond to the
product of the single proton knock-out to the ground state
and the spectroscopic factor. The single particlessspd and the
calculated single proton knock-out cross sectionssscalcd are
compared to the experimental valuesssexpd in Table III.

For this calculation the proton separation energies were
taken to be 14.4, 15.0, and 16.1 MeV for24,25,26F, respec-
tively. The rms matter radii were deduced from experimental
interaction cross sections[5] as 3.20s4dfm s23Od and
3.19s13dfm s24Od for the core and 2.32 fm for the12C target.
An uncertainty of 0.1 fm in the radii translates into an uncer-
tainty of 0.9 mb for the single-particle cross section. The
Woods-Saxon parameters for the calculation of the wave
function for the relative proton-core motion were taken as
the “standard set” of Ref.[12]. This work deals with neutron
and proton states with separation energies up to 19 MeV and
strongly suggests that the eikonal calculation furnishes abso-
lute spectroscopic factors, i.e., relating to physical occupan-
cies of the shell-model states. These, however, turned out to
be systematically reduced by a factor 0.5–0.6 relative to a
many-body shell model based on effective interactions
[12,25]. This effect has been attributed to contributions from
the nucleon-nucleon interaction not contained in the standard
shell model. Viewed in this light, and with experimental er-
rors and theoretical uncertainties taken into account, the re-
sulting theoretical cross sections agree well with the mea-
sured values.

The strong population of the23O ground state in the
s24F,23Od reaction yields additional evidence that the usual
shell-model calculations give a good description of nuclei in
this region[8]. In fact, even the simplest picture, that of the
ground state of23O described as af0d5/2

6 g ^ 1s1/2 configura-
tion, gives a near-quantitative description, both of the present
data and of the23O neutron knock-out reactions[7,27]. The
spin of 24F, although most likely 3−, is not essential for the
argument, given that the proton in any case will be in the
0d5/2 state.

For the population of the ground state of25O in the proton
knock-out from 26F only an upper limit can be extracted
because25O is unbound and decays to24O. The ground state
of 24O can also be populated from the decay of excited states
in 25O. Thus, the measured cross section of 4.1±1.4 mb cor-
respond to a sum of the contributions from the decay of the
ground state and excited states of25O (see also Fig. 3(c) and
the following section).

B. Population of other oxygen isotopes

The cross section for the population of other oxygen iso-
topes in these breakup reactions can only be estimated be-
cause several production mechanisms can contribute. In ad-
dition to the single proton knock-out followed by subsequent
neutron emission, direct population of the ground state as
well as bound excited states have to be taken into account.

Within the eikonal approach one can calculate the single-
particle distribution due to contributions from the knock-out
of protons from thep shell. The spectroscopic strength dis-
tribution as calculated within the shell model using the USD
interaction[26] is shown in the left side of Fig. 3. The single-

TABLE II. Cross sections for the population of oxygen isotopes
following breakup reactions.

X s24F, Xd s25F, Xd s26F, Xd
(mb) (mb) (mb)

24O 3.8±0.6 4.1±1.4
23O 6.6±1.0 6.4±0.9 8.9±2.4
22O 11.6±1.6 13.1±1.5 12.4±2.9
21O 15.1±1.7 13.0±1.4 13.1±3.0
20O 13.0±1.9 8.9±1.3 9.4±2.2

TABLE III. Spectroscopic factorsC2S, single particlessp, cal-
culatedscalc, and experimentalsexp single proton knock-out cross
sections. The cross sections are given in millibarn.

Reaction C2S ssp scalc sexp

s24F,23Od 0.91 8.3 7.6 6.6±0.9
s25F,24Od 0.96 8.1 7.8 3.8±0.6
s26F,25Od 0.98 7.8 7.6 ,4.1±1.4
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particle cross section calculated in the eikonal model de-
pends on the effective proton separation energy which is the
sum of the proton separation energy and the excitation en-
ergy of the specific state. The proton separation energies for
24F, 25F, and26F are 14.4 MeV, 15.0 MeV, and 16.1 MeV,

respectively, Fig. 4 shows that the proton-removal cross sec-
tions are very similar for the three fluorine isotopes. In order
to extract the total proton-removal cross sections from thep
shell the spectroscopic distributions were folded with the
excitation-energy dependent stripping cross section of Fig. 4.
The values for thep shell proton-removal cross sections are
25.7 mb, 25.2 mb, and 25.0 mb for24F, 25F, and26F, respec-
tively, and are listedsp,scalcd in Fig. 3.

These populations are located above the one-, two-,
three-, and even the four-neutron evaporation channel. The
decay branches to the individual neutron channels depend on
the details of the excited states in these nuclei. As mentioned
above other processes also contribute to the population of
these channels, so that calculating these decay branches is
not useful. The only quantitative statement that can be ex-
tracted from the present data is that the calculatedp-shell
proton-removal cross section should not exceed the summed
cross section of the open neutron channels.

For the reactions24F,23Od from 1-n to 3-n channels have
to be taken into account. The threshold for the 4-n channel
s19Od at 21 MeV is located above the population for the re-
moval of protons from thep shell. The sum of the cross
sections for these three neutron decay channels(population
of 22–20O) as listed in Table II is 39.7±3.0 mb, which has to
be compared to a total proton-removal cross section from the
p shell of 25.7 mb. These cross sections are also indicated in
Fig. 3.

The sum of the population from 1-n to 3-n channel
s23−21Od in the reactions25F,24Od is 32.4±2.2 mb. This value
is only slightly larger than the calculated proton-removal
cross section of 25.2 mb. However, the threshold for the 4
-n channels20Od is located at 17.1 MeV, which is below the
highest energies of the distribution ofp-shell proton removal
so that it also could contribute.

The reactions26F,25Od has to be treated differently be-
cause25O is unstable and thus the contribution fromp-shell
removal cannot be distinguished from the removal of thed5/2
proton. The total calculated single proton-removal cross sec-
tion from d- and p-wave knock-out is 32.6 mb. The open

FIG. 3. Decay schemes for24F (a), 25F (b), and 26F (c). The
calculated excitation energy distribution of the spectroscopic factors
sC2S/500 keVd for d5/2 (shaded bars) and p-shell protons are indi-
cated on the left. The cross sections in the figure are calculated as
the product of the spectroscopic factors and the single-particle cross
sections of Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. Single proton knock-out cross sections as a function of
the effective proton separation energy. Single-particle cross sections
for proton removal from thep shell have been calculated for three
excitation energies in24F (triangles), 25F (circles), and 26F
(squares). The solid line shows a fit that was used to calculate the
total p-wave removal cross section.
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channels as indicated in Fig. 3 are the 1-n through 4-n decay,
which corresponds to a cross section of 38.5±5.0 mb. It
might be even possible that the 5-n channels20Od with a
separation energy of 17 MeV can contribute.

For all three reactions studied, the predictedp-shell re-
moval cross sections are consistent with the measured popu-
lations of the open neutron decay channels.

It is interesting to note that the widely used empirical
fragmentation model EPAX[28,29] yields cross sections of
the order of 10–20 mb for the population of these oxygen
isotopes in agreement with the values listed in Table II.

The recent measurements of fragmentation of unstable
neutron-rich oxygen isotopes also included single proton
knock-out cross sections[6]. These measurements were per-
formed at significantly higher energiess.500 MeV/nucleond
and yielded cross sections of,20 mb. These measurements
were not performed as close to the dripline as the current
experiment and the populated nitrogen isotopes all had
bound excited states, so a direct comparison to the present
analysis is not possible. Only the reaction of the most
neutron-rich projectile21O populates a nucleus with no
known bound excited statess20Nd. Unfortunately no cross
section is quoted for this reaction[6].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the single proton knock-out reactions were
analyzed within a theoretical approach combining many-
body shell model and eikonal theory. The cross section for
the reactions24F,23Od is consistent with a single particle de-
scription of these nuclei, while the cross sections for the
reactions25F,24Od show a suppression of,50%. However,
experiments with higher precision are necessary in order to
infer a change of the structure. The knock-out reactions on
24F and25F are special because of the nonexistence of bound
excited states in23O and 24O, respectively. The present
method promises to be a powerful tool to extract spectro-
scopic information for nuclei at the very edge of the driplines
because they typically do not have any bound excited states.
Other nuclei will require more sophisticated experimental
arrangements, includingg-ray coincidences.
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